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ABSTRACT 

Since Its first ion beam, the GANIL accelerator 
has been driven by a Control System built around a mi
nicomputer MITRA 125 and a distributed intelligence 
consisting of programmable Controllers and INTEL 8080 
equipped autonomous CAMAC Controllers. CAMAC is the 
digital transmission standard adopted to interface the 
processors to the GANIL facilities. 
In order to cope with the growing needs of the accele
rator operation many developments of the Control System 
have been carried out during these last years or are 
under way. 
After a brief description of the GANIL Control System, 
this paper will lay emphasis on the major improvements 
undertaken along four main directions : 
a) Upgrading the Control Computer. The minicomputer 
MITRA 125 will be replaced by a faster one equippedvith 
much larger memories and disk capabilities. 
b) Introducing more powerful local Intelligence. 
A mlcroprocessorlzed autonomous CAMAC Controller called 

"DIVA 68C" using the 68000 microprocessor embedded In a 
VME card have been developed. Also, the 68000 will be 
used in a general purpose CAMAC module, the first ap
plication of which s to replace the existing data link 
modules. 
c) Making huntii-macl le dialog smarter with use of co
lor graphic terminait 
d) Meeting the requirements of the coming second injec
tor. In this purpose a fully equipped auxiliary console 
is being installed nea the main console for operation 
by summer 1985-

INTR0DUCTI0N 

GANIL is a heavy ion accelerator which has been 
providing beams for physlrs since January 1983. 
It consists of three cycle-:rons in cascade (Fig.l) : 
the first one is a compact injector (K « 30(accelera
ting ions Issued from an internal PIG source followed 
by two separated sector eye otrons (K - U00) separated 
by a stripper. A second ln^ctor operating either with 
an internal PIG source or v:-h an external ECR source 
is going to be Installed. An additional ECR source is 
planned to be used in the first injector. 

Fir,- 1 : GANIL GENERAL LAYOUT 



Last year, thirteen different ion beams have been 
delivered in a wide range of energy and beam intensity, 
Ar 1 6 at kk or 60 MeV/A, Kr 2 6 at 35 MeV/A, Kr 2 9 at 
U MeV/A, Xe 3 2 at 23 MeV/A. 
IXu-ing this period, the accelerator piled up 3^50 hours 
cf effective beam provided to the physicists with an 
avaibility of 76,5*. 
As said in the abstract, because of the large number of 
parameters and the need of a powerful Control System, 
the accelerator has been fully controlled since its 
first ion beam in 1982. 

Four persons have been writing software for U years 
and three others are developping the Control System 
hardware as well as helping the operating team to deli
ver the best possible beam. 

1. RECALL OF THE GAJJIL CONTROL SYSTEM 

1.1. The GANIL Control System Is already described 
elsewhere (2,3). So, v* Just recall its main features. 
The basic aim of the Control System Is to allow the 
handling of each one of the 1600 equipments (vs 1200 
equipments three years ago) driving the beam across the 
machine. Then, the higher level requirement is to give 
more powerful means to control the accelerator by using 
tasks and making the operator Interface as simple as 
possible. 

1.2. GENERAL LAYOUT 

The schematic layout of the Control System Is shown 
in figure 2. 

Flç. g : A : Type A crate controller 
L : Type L crate controller 
J : Autonomous controller 
S : Serial Driver 
D : Data link between CAMAC ayateae 
P : Data link vlth programmable controller 
Arrova : link» to the accelerator 

The Control Computer is a MITRA 125, a 16 bits frencji 
computer. It drives a CAMAC parallel branch consisting 
of a single CAMAC crate. This crate contains two Kine
tic Systems serial highway drivers which manage two se
rial loops, two data link nodules for the nain console, 
and other service modules such as alnrm TV screens dri
vers , reference time. 
Serial loops are operating in bit node at 2.5 MHs fre
quency ; about 35 crates «re addressed via the two loops. 
In case of breakdown, the Control Computer can be backed 
up by the Development Computer. 

The others processors used are programmable con
trollers In charge of surveying the vacuum system, the 
PF cavities and interlocks. 
They are linked to the Control Computer by CAMAC data 
link nodules developed at GANIL. 

Microprocessors Intel B080 are also widely used as 
local Intelligence to let the Control Çnpiput,«r tnite oar» 
of more general tasis. They are embedded in autonomous 
CAMAC controllers name JCAM 10 : 6 of them are driving 
the consoles, the others are devoted to special subsys
tems like RF cavities, phase measurement and settings, 
beam data calculation or source displacement. Most of 
them can converse with the Control Computer via a spe
cific data link module. 

Software : assembly language is used for the micro
processor 8080 while tasks running on the Control Com
puter are programmed either in assembly language or 
mostily in LTR which is a structured real time high level 
language. 

1.3. HUMAN INTERFACE 

Consoles are the normal interface to control the 
accelerator. 
The main console in the control room Is driven by two 
JCAM10, each of them being In charge of one half of the 
console as shown In figure 3. 

Fig. 3 : BW : black and white TV Monitor 
KB : Keyboard G : Autoranged Galvanometer 
M : Menctcope K : Shaft encoder Knob 
S : Scope TB : Track ball 
C : Color TV Monitor for synoptic diagram display 
TP : Touch panel selector 

These controllers verify that the operators send messa
ges to the Control Computer only when the whole request 
is completed, releasing the computer from a lot of lo
cal operations. 
This main conaole is directly linked to the CAMAC paral
lel branch while four movable consoles are connected to 
the serial loops. Two of them are used by physicists to 
control their equipments in the experimental rooms, the 
othera allow local operations such as maintenance and 
equipments tests. 

GANIL equipments can be controlled one by one at 
an elementary level, the control System acting thence 
as a simple multiplexer. Each equipment Is known by Its 
"operational name ' consisting of several fields comply
ing with a well-defined syntax. 
For instance : Cl.M.BP Is the main coll of the magnets 
of SSCI. The operator reaches the equipment he wants to 
control by turning the pages of the operational names 
tree displayed on a touch-panel (Fig.û), 
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Fig. It : TOUCH-PAHEL-TREE 

After pointing the equipment on the touch-panel, he can 
associate this equipment with a free shaft encoder knob 
by pressing a hook button. Then, he can control the 
equipment by varying its value or performing actions 
such as OK, OFF or SESET orders. Informations about the 
hooked equipment such as status, desired and actual va
lues are displayed on a TV screen near the knobs and 
are up-dated every 300 ms. 

In the same way, analog signals can be displayed 
on scopes by hooking an operational name from the ana
log signals-tree. 

Synoptics are displayed on TV color screens In the 
main console. They are organised Into a tree structure 
along which the operator can move using a joystick. In
formations given by the synoptic are up-dated every 
600 ms. They are used when shape and color are very 
helpful (vacuum system), for general view when a lot of 
equipments are to be displayed (for example, when ba
lancing the four sectors of a SSC ), or for close up 
view to magnify a specific device or area. 
Also, synoptics are used as graphic memorendum, remin
ding basic informations like giving geographic position 
of each CAMAC crate and listing all the equipments un
der its control. Up to now, about 80 synoptics have 
been designed. 

The central unit of the main console is devnted to 
equipments not linked to the computer such as source 
control and RF scopes, and a color TV alarm screen 
(one color for each kind of alarm for rapid detection). 

l.lt. USER TASKS 

High level operations can be undertaken when run
ning tasks. The operator chooses a task among those 
displayed on the task tree, each task reserves lines on 
a sharable TV monitor screen. 

The rule Is that the operator has never to Intro
duce values on his own. Tasks are proposing choices or 
values to be modified (dialogs waiting for an answer are 
flashing to warn the operator). To send an answer to 
the computer, the operator points the cursor on the data 
to be Introduced, then he modifies it If necessary, and 
enables It. Doing that way, there is no need for alpha-
numerical keyboards, and consequently no typing errors. 
This dialog Is performed via a numerical keyboard. 
Tasks Interact using shaft encoders to drive equipments 
or touch-panel to choose any operational name needed by 
the tasks. 

More than 100 tasks have been written by the Control 
Group and the Operating Group. They are sorted in the 
task tree into several branches which are : 

- setting-on the power supplies for transfer lines 
and cyclotronsKcordingto theprecalculated values stored 
on disk-files, 

- controlling the RF cavities by interacting with 
autonomous controllers, 

-tuning theSSCs by measuring the beam phase, per
forming calculation to obtain isochronlzation or 

f.o linlrrml ne Ito.-iin urhlt.n !n Uio t-yi-Litl.r-inr., 
- surveying the equipments, 
- managing filas of the equipments reference set

tings, 
- switching off all the equipments. 

After the preceding recall of the present state of the 
Control System, the paragraphs to come will be devoted 
to the most significant developments undertaken to meet 
the growing needs of the machine control. 

2. THE NEW PROCESSORS TO COME 

2.1. UPGRADING THE COMPUTERS 

Since the GAN1L flrut beam, the M1THA 125 compu
ters are running more and more sophisticated tasks. 
Their limits in memory sise, CPU speed as well as mass 
storage capabilities are now in view. 
In order to avoid the growing rate of swapping between 
the Control Computer and the disk to be able to store 
all the programs sources and to give more room to the 
emerging large user's tasks (beam modeling . . . ) , deci
sion has been made to upgrade our computers and disks. 
The MITRA 125 Control Computer will be replaced by a 
MITRA 625 equipped with ]Mbyte memory and the Develop
ment Computer by a MITRA 725 equipped with 2 Mbyte memo
ry. 

Excepted the ability for the MITRA 725 to hold lar
ger memory, MITRA 625 and 725 are basically identical, 
so that the future Development Computer remain capable 
to replace the Control Computer if needed. 
The new computers are three times faster than the old 
ones, their memory sise are nultlplled by two. 
Also, mass storage will be more comfortable : 
one 80 Mbyte disk for the Control Computer and one 
300 Mbyte disk + one 80 Mbyte disk for the Development 
Computer (vs respectively 10 Mbyte and 1*0 Mbyte In the 
present syteia). 
The new configuration to be Installed by fall of this 
year is shown in Figure 5. 

Flu . 5 ' THE FUTURE C0WUTER UÏ00T 
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'•perating software is almost the same as In the 
MITRA 125. But some parts need to be changed to meet 
new couplers and hardware requirements. 

The CAMAC coupler provided by the Saturne National 
laboratory at Saclay is presently under tests, while the 
time sharing organization for the Development Computer 
is being installed. Preliminary tests on GANIL using 
a movable console are planned in October. Controlling 
the whole accelerator as a commlssionning test is expec
ted for december 1985. 

2.2. IMPROVING THE LOCAL INTELLIGENCE 

The autonomous controller JCAM10 is equipped with 
an INTEL 8080 microprocessor that we programm 
sembly language. The technology used in the JCAM10 Is 
obsolete and the memory it can address it rather res
tricted (i<8 Kbytes). To meet the large applications 
to come, ve decided to choose a new microprocessor to 
built an autonomous controller to replace the JCAH10. 
It turned out that CIMSA, the manufacturer of our hard
ware and software, ha» developed a cross-compiler LTR 
for the 68000 microprocessor. So, a decision has been 
made to use the 68000 and adopt the sane high level 
language for the microprocessor and the main computers. 

To save time, the first generation of the autono
mous controller named DIVA was built upon a VME card 
integrated In a two slots CAMAC nodule. 
The SÏS68K/CPU-1-VHE card manufactured by FORCE Compu
ters is used. So that only the design of the interface 
card is needed. 
The main hardware features of the FORCE card are : 

- 68000 CPU (8 MHz clock), 
- DRAM memory sise from 128 Kbytes (61» K * 16) to 

512 Kbytes (256 K * 16), 
- three RS232 lines on 6850 ACIA, 
- a real tine clock 58167 A and battery back up, 
- a parallel interface and timer (PIT) 68230, 
- the VME buB interface, 
- up to 6U Kbytes of static RAM (either ROM or 

REPROM) for the user. 
The SYS68K monitor firmware includes a line by line 

assembler/disassembler debugging routines and I/O routi
nes. A BASIC compiler of FORCE has been added to the 
system software for snail applications in BASIC, without 
using cross compiled LTR programs. 
The VME card is bus-interfaced with a CAMAC card deve
loped at GANIL to allow CAMAC operations encoded within 
the VME adresses : 

o ' o ' c ' i l o o o ' u l t f" * I o ] ft 

Where F is the CAMAC function, N the slot address and A 
the sub-address. 
For example, a CAMAC test can be programmed as : 

MOVE.L 1 ... FNA, An 
MOVE.W _ _ (An), Dn 

CAMAC signals Q and X can be read in Dn. 
The look-at-me (LAM) CAMAC Interrupt Is seen by the 

microprocessor at the kth interrupt level of the 68000. 
The LAM signals are graded to generate the "graded LAM" 
(GL), the associated vector number of which is the 
8 - bit word : 

— 1 1 — • I i i i 
0 I 0 1 G L 

Xsignal generates an interrupt at the 6th level, asso
ciated to the vector number $ 80. 

The l'tï Int.egrrited circuit lias been ur.od to design 
a SASI interface to handle a disk driver. 
As these autonomous controllers DIVA nre now fully sa
tisfactory, a new DIVA generation is under way. 
In this goal, we have designed around a 68000 a general 
purpose card which Is cheaper than the FORCE VME card 
and more suitable to our uses. With some adaptation,-
this card will replace the FORCE VME card in our auto
nomous controllers. 

An other use of this general purpose card is to 
develop nc-- modules to data-link the autonomous CAMAC 
crates to the computers. These new data link modules 
will be in operation by the end of this year. 
Software aspects : 

In order to run LTR tasks on DIVA, a Bimple real-
tlme_seheduler has been written taking into account LAM 
and X interrupts. The scheduling of the task» is rea
lized using a polling method. The first application 
that is handling the power supplies is nov running un
der the control of this scheduler. 
As we want to take benefit of all possibilities of the 
LTR language, ve have adopted the rea.'.-tlme monitor 
SOPRANO, developed by CIMSA for special UBe of the LTH 
on 68000. It provides all usual real-time features such 
as events, semaphores, mailboxes, interrupt management, 
clocks. 
SOPRANO has been built around SCEPTRE which is a frencb 
attempt to standardize real-time kernels. 

This will give us a complete software for our 
jobs written in LTR : the cross-compiler, the cross-
assembler, the link editor which generates Motorola 
S-format for the tasks and also the system generator which 
bullts all the SOPRANO environment to create the ap
plication to be loaded on the autonomous controller 
DIVA. 
The only hardware consequence is the necessity to use 
the 68>>0 timer in the new DIVA generation, all other 
points being compatible. 

3. GRAPHICS AT GANIL 

A recent effort has been carried out to implement 
some graphic facilities to the GANIL Control System. 
In this purpose, the alpha-graphic color terminal 
RADIANCE 320 manufactured by GIXI - FRANCE has been 
adopted, the nain characteristics of which are : 

- high resolution screen of 20 inches, 
- the numerical definition is 6!i0 x 1488 with 8 

bits memory depth, so that up to 256 colors are availa
ble, 

- the video scanning can be either 50 Hz or 67 Hz 
in a 625 lines interleaved mode. 
The graphic station is equipped with a 8 colors ink Jet 
printer and a Tektronix video hard copy unit. 
The terminal is connected to the Control Computer via 
a RS232C-link. As it is not CAMAC related to the main 
console, any task activated from any touch panel but
ton can handle the terminal after obtaining its reser
vation. A specific graphic library for use by LTR pro
grams is under development, the first part of whlch-
over 50 routlnes-ls already In operation. 
The firBt step comprises all the major and usual faci
lities for display. In either the visual screen space 
or experimental space. 
These routines can be sorted as followed : 

- general purpose routines such as reservation/ 
liberation of the terminal - erasing -characters di
ning - flashing - moving the cursor - drawing coor
dinates axis with automatic scaling ..., 

- routines to write on the screen with various 
characters types or sizes, various formats ..., 
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- routines to plot curves and to draw usual sur
faces or perspective volumes, 

- routines to play vith colors : characters colors, 
background colors, painting surfaces etc .... 
One application of thiB library is shown in the follo
wing figure. 
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The next step of the graphic library will be gi
ving the user the ability to fully Interact with the 
terminal via keyboard, light pen or mouse and therefore 
to actually control the accelerator. 

It. NEW NEEDS BROUGHT BÏ OPERATIC!» 

U.l. THE SECOND INJECTOR 

A new console has been Installed In the control-
room, near the main console. This auxiliary console Is 
seen by the computer as a movable console connected to 
a serial CAHAC loop. New files of operational names 
have been created to automatically load the main conso
le with touch panel pages for the operating cyclotrons 
and the auxiliary console with only specific pages for 
the stand alone compact cyclotron. 

lt.2. MANAGEMENT OF PARAMETERS (OPERATION GROUP) 

Off-line programs calculate all the parameters 
needed to start the machine from data such as charges 
at the source and after the stripper, atomic mass, 
RF frequency and harmonic numbers and store them in a 
file to be used by on-line tasks such as setting-on 
tasks. 

When the settings of the accelerator are considered sa
tisfactory one can decide to store the actual values of 
all the parameters. So, two Identical files are used 
containing the same parameters, the first one filled 
with theoretic values and the second one with real set
tings values. 

1.3. LINKING THE ACQUISITION COMPUTER TO THE 
CONTROL COMPUTER. 

Because of the great variety of experimental para
meters Induced by the magnetic spectrometer operations, 
physicists need to process data on their MODCOMP Acqui
sition Computer and then send the results to a Control 
Computer disk file. This can be achieved via modem 
link between the Acquisition Computer and the Control 
Computer. The first step is to give the physicists the 
possibility to write on the reference files of the 
Control Computer and allow them to read the measured va
lues of the machine settings. 

Il.ll. HANDLING THE PULSED POWER SUPPLIES 

The first application running on the autonomous 
controller DIVA is the management of the experimental 
rooms pulsed power supplies to switch the beam in 
one of two experimental rooms working in time sharing. 
According to the time distribution procedure, the pro
cess surveys the power supplies current/st&i—. sends 
the beam alternatively to the rooms and runs a proto-' 
col when a room is starting or stopping. Because of 
the great variety of parameters - there are 32 possible 
protocols - using the 66000 microprocessor is quite 
pertinent and flexible. 

CONCLUSION 

We can say that because of the imperious need of 
answering the problems of the operation, it is not so 
easy to make Improvements as fast as we wish. Last 
year, the Control System (software and hardware inclu
ding CAMAC and consoles) was the cause of only IT 
among 1)67 hours of failure due to all equipments. 
This could be improved by using a more reliable hard
ware, but also by spotting quicker where the problem» 
are. We expect that changing our computers, CAMAC auto
nomous controllers and data links modules will give us 
more adequate meanB of failure detection as well as 
providing more powerful processors. 
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